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A CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEX SPACE FORMS AND ITS 

APPLICATION 

By Dirk Van Lindt and Leopold Verstraelen 

1. Introduction 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold πith Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensol 

R. Then, E. Cartan and ]. A. Schouten obtainα! the following characterizations 
for the spaces of constant sectional curvature and of those w hich are (locally) 

conformal to Euclidean spaces. 

THEOREM A [1] . A Riemamzian mamfold M of dimeηsion>2 Z:s a real space 

form 'f and only if R(X, Y; Z , X)=O for all orthoκormal νectors X , Y and Z 

tallgeηt to M at any of its points. 

THEOREM B [8] . A Rieηzaηman 끼an’jold M of dimeηsion> 3 is cOllformally 

flat if and only if R(X, Y; Z , U) = O for all orthoχormal vectors X. Y , Z and U 
laηgent 10 M at 0ηy of its poiηts. 

Let N be a Kaehlerian manifold with Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor R 

Then K. Yano and S. Sawaki obtained the following complex version of Theo 

rem B 'Nhich characterizes the spaces N with identically vanishing Bochncr 

curvature tensor 

THEOREM C [10]. A Kaehlerian manzfold N of real dimension>6 is Bochneγ 

flat if and only zf R(X, Y; Z , U) =0 for all orthonorμ:α! vectors X , Y. Z ακdU 

at any ψoinl p of N which spon 0 to!ally γea! SUbSþ:lce of the taugent Sμace 

TpN. 

In Section 2 '\ve prove the Iollowing similar complex vcrsion of Thcorcm A 

ívhich characterizes the spaces of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. 

THEORDl 1. A Kaehlerian manzfold N of real dimeηst"on> 4 is a cOiJl plex 

sρ~ce form if ond only if R(X, Y; Z , X) =0 for all orthoηormal νeclors X , Y 

and Z at any point p of N which spon a totolly real sαbsρace of TpN. 

'T'he proof Îs based on the folIowing theorem of ß. Y. Chen and K. Ogiue. 
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T HEORE1v1 D [3] . A Kaelzleriall 1Ilanifold 01 real di11lension> 4 is a cOlllplex 

Sp""C l orm 'J m.d only if iI has cO/lslant 0’‘ti-holomorphlc sectional curvature. 

A Kaehlerian manifold N is said to satisfy the axiom of ant i-holomorphic k

planes if for each xEN and each ant i-holomorphic k-dimensional linear subspace 

π of T=N there exists a k-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold M of N such 

that xEM and T파f=π_ The following is a thcorem of K_ ê-Iomizu. B. Y_ Chen 

and K. Ogiue. 

THEOREM E [ï) [3] - A K aehleηall 11la1lilold 01 dimensioll 2n satisfies the axiom 

01 anli-holol1lorphic k-plalles l or some k. 2드k드μ， il and ollly il it is a cOlllpfex 

space 101m. 

ln Section 3, as an application of Theorem 1. ‘ve prove the following resul t 
which may be considered as some improvement of Theorem E. 

THEORE,! 2. A K aehlerian lIlamJold N of real dimellsioil 2,,>4 is a comPlex 

sþ!lca jorm. if au,d o;zly zl lor every poillt p in lV mld every 11…'Jl -• dimel’t“s,,'onal an“t“/--
iz“n:;ariau! liJlea 

S“tO이띠lIaμ1 s잉피lι!bn씨‘α깅"…11σifo이fd M 01 N passilZg througJz p and havμz.g tJzere T as tallgellt 

space s1tcfl thaf /11 has c01n11lutative secolld fπndamenla! lensors and parallel f 

structltrc in tlUJ 1wrmal blmdle. 

2. P roof of thcorem 1 

Let N be a Kaehlerian manifold of real dimension 2n> 4, with metric tcnsor 
g , complex structure ] and Riemann-Christoffel cun'ature tensor R. Let X. Y 
and Z be orthonormal vectors which span an antHnvariant (01' anti-holûmorphic, 
0 1" totally rca l) subspace S of the tangcnt spacc TpN at an arbi trary point p. 

This mcans that thc vectors ] X . ]Y and ] Z are perpcndicular to S. 

Thcn if N is a space of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c it follows 

that 

( 1) R(X, Y ; Z, X)=O. 
sincc actUJlll y R is given by 

(2) R (A, B ; C, D) =송 {g(A. D)g(B. C) - g(A. C)g(B, D)+ g (J A. D)g(JB, C) 

- g (J A, C)g(JB,D)+2g(A, ]B)g(JC. D)) 

for all vectors A , B, C and D tangent to N at cach of its points. 

Conversely we now assume that N satisfIes (1) for all vectors X . Y and Z of 
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lhe above t~φc. Then also 

(3) 

which implies that 
(4) 

R(X. Y + Z: Y :-Z xì \ ’ 7τ-; .';2- ' X)=O 

R(X, Y; y , X) = R(X , Z; Z , X ). 

Lct U bc any unit tangent 、rector at p πhich together with X determines a 

totally real plane. that is such tbat g(X, U )=g (X , JU) =O. We wri te U as 

(5) U =uPt+uP2 

、Cl bereby Ut and U2 arc unit vectors belonging to the plane Z ^ JZ and its orlho 

gonal complcmcnt in T pN. respectively, and compule the sectionaI curvature fOl 

the plane section X ^U making use of (1) and (4) 

(6) R(X, U ; U, X) = R(X, “lU1 +U2UZ : μPl+UP2' X) 
? ? 

=u;R(X, U1 ; U l' X) -,- ’‘'2R(X, U2 ; U2, X) 

’ ” =ll~R(X， Y ; Y , X )+ ,,:;R(X , Z ; Z , X) 

=(년+셔)R(X， Y ; Y , X) 

=R(X, Y ; y , X ) . 

This asserts that t hc sectional curvatures of N at p are equal for all totally real 

p lane sections containing thc 、rector X. Let V be any other unit tangent vector 

of N at p. Since n> 2 、Ile can always f ind a unit vector W in TpN which is 

orthogonal to both X and Y and such that bOlh planes X ^ W and V ̂  W are 

anti• invariant. Then from (6) we have 
(7) R(V, W ; W , V )= R( X , W ; W , X ), 

and therefore may conclude that all totally real sectional curvaturcs of N at p 

are equa l. By Tbeorem D tbis proves Theorem 1. 

3. Proof of Theorem 2 

Since the lotally geodesie submanifolds M in the axiom 01 anti ' holomorphic 

plancs stated in Section 1 are automatically totally real submanilolds of tho 

complex space form N [4J and since every totally geodesic totally real subm3ni 

fold of a Kaehlerian manifold has commutative second fundamental tensors and 

parallel f.structure in the normal bundle [이 , by Theorem E we need only to 

prove tbat tbe propeπy 

“ For euery point p ill a Kaehlerian mallifold N 01 dimen5Ì‘01t 2n> 4 alld every 
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m-di11lcllsioηal alltt"-t-nvariant Unear subspace T 01 T þN for 50mB 111. 2드'"드11， 

lhere ext"sts a totally real m-dùilBllsiollal sllbmallifold M 01 N with commutaUve 

sacotld fUllda llZe/ltal te1lsors and parallel f-slnκti.tre ;1t the 1lOT1llal bundle sucíz 

thal pEM and T pM=T '’ 

implies that N has constant holomorphic sectional curvature 

To do so we first recall some well-known facts about m-dimcnsional totally 

rcal submanifolds M of a 2nd-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold N. The Kaehlerian 
metric, the corresponding Levi-Civita connection, thc complcx structure and thc 

Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of N will be denoted by g , 'V, J and R 

Thc induced Riemannian metric on M . the nssociated conncction and curvaturc 

lensor will be denoted by 11, 'V and 훈. Becausc M is totally real the complcx 

structure J rnaps cvery tangent vcctor of M into onc which is normal to Nl 

in N . and so necessary m드n. The second fundamcntal form (j of 111 in N is 
defined by 

(8) IJ(X, Y )= 'VXY - V x Y 

where X and Y are arbitrary vector fields tangent to l'll. For a normal vector 

field ~ on 111 、，vc write 

(9) 'í7x~ = -AiX+Dx~ 

where - A,X and D x~ are the tangential and thc normal component of 'í7 xf . A, 
is the second fundamcntal tensor of M with respect to ~ and D is the normal 

connection of M in N. We have 

(10) g(IJ(X, Y ) , O=11(A,X , Y ). 

The normaI curvature tensor wilI be denotcd by RD, that is 

(11) RD(X, Y]= [Dx, Dy] -D‘x.YJ' 

Then the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci arc givcn by [의 • 

(12) R (X , Y; Z , W) = R (X , Y; z , W )+g (IJ(X , Z) , IJ(Y, W )) 

g(IJ(Y, Z ), IJ(X, W )), 

( 13) ( R(X , Y )Z ) -L=('V' f) (Y, Z)-( 'V 'yu)(X , Z ) , 

(14) R (X , Y ; ~， ψ)=g(RD(X， Y)e, ψ) -g ( [A" A~JX， Y ), 

where X , Y , Z and W are tangent vector fields, ~ and rp are normaI vector 

fields, (R (X , Y )Z )L denotes the normal cornponent of R (X , Y )Z and 'V’ is the 

connection of van der Waerden-Bortolloti : 
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(15) (V'xr) (Y, Z) =Dxr(Y, Z)-q(VxY' Z)-q(Y, VxZ). 

A normal section η is said to be cyli l!drical, respectively geodesic, if 0 is an 

eigenvalue of A" with multiplicity 는"， -1. respectively if A 71 vanjshes i denticaμy. 

M is called a totally cylindrical, respectivelya totally geodesic sub1llamfold of N 

if there cxist 2n-m mutually orthogonal normal sections on 11ι 、、rhich arc cylin• 

drica l, respectively geodesic. M is said to be geodesic with res pect 10 a 1Iormal 

stlbbllndle 종 if every section in !J! is ge여esic. The subbundlc !J!c of the normal 

bundle T.l M which is orthogonal to a normal subbundle !J! and such that 

!J!fÐ!J!' = T .ll>’ is called the com plα1Zentary subbuIZdle of !J!. lt is c1ear that the 

complemenlary subbundle ] (TM)' of ](TM) is holomorphic, that is invariant 

undcr ]. 
Let 9 be any normal vector field on M in N . Following K. Yano and M. 

Kon [9], we put 
(16) fψ= Prp + f rp 

where Pφ and f，φ are the tangential and normal component of ]ψ Then P is a 
tangent bund le valued 1-form and f is an endomorphism of thc normal bundle 

such that 

(17) 1 +1=0. 
Therefore if f doesn’ t vanish, that is if …<n, it defines an f -structure in 

T .l.'1'v1. This structure is said to bc parallel if for all tangent vector fields X and 

for all normal vector fields ç we have 
dd 

(18) (Dxf) s = Dxf!웅 -fDxs=O. 

Thc f-stru cture in the normal bundle of a totally real submanifold M of a 

Kaehlerian manifold N is parallel if and only if M is geodesic with rcspect to 

thc normal subbundle ] (TM)' [이 [9] . 

If for all normal vector fields S and ψ 

(19) [A" A,J =0, 
‘ v 

thcn \vc may choose a fi eld of or thonormal framcs El' E2 • .. .• E n’ 。n M consis-

t ing of common cigenvcctors of the second î‘undamental tensors A, and such that 

(20) AlE.El =δijhjEj 

whcre δij is a Kronccker delta [5] . This means that a t most the j -th principal 

curvat1.lre hj of 111 with rcspect to the normal section ]Ej is non-zcro, and lhus 

tha t M is cylindrical with respeet to the normal directions determined by an 

or lhonorma l frame of the norma l subbundlc J (TM) . 
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Consequently every totally real submanifold M Wilh parallel j -structure in the 

normal bundle and commutative second fundamenral tensors in a Kaehlcrian 

manifold N is a totally cy1indrical submanifold. 
Now let N be a Kaehlerian manifold satisfying property 잔) and 1ct A , B and 

Q be any triple of orthononnal vectors which span an anti.holomorphic subspace 

of lhe tangent space at an arbitrary point p of N. Then by assumption lhere 

exists an m-dimensional tota l1y real submanifold M of N passing through Þ for 

which A , BET tld and QE!(T pM)' such that for every ηE!(TM)C we have 

(21) A"=O 

and with respect to the frame E l' E 2' ' "' , Em choosen above we havc (20). 

We’11 prove the theorem by showing that 

(22) (R (A , B)A) .L=O (mod ! (T pM)). 

Ind않d (22) implies in particular that 

(23) R(A, B : A , Q) = 0 

which in view of Theorem 1 is equivalent to N being a complex space form. It 

is clear that if 

(24) (R(El.El)Eh)4=0 (mod I (TM)) 

holds for all i , j , kE (1, 2, ' "', 1Itj then also (22) is true. Of course (24) is evident 

when i =j. Thus we must prove (24) in the following tπo caseso ( 1 ) i , j and k 

arc mutua l1y different; (n) i=k# j , or w’hich amounts to the sa rne: j =k#i. 

By (21) fo r all X , YETM lI'e have [6J 

(25) u(X , Y)= J AJyX. 

In case 1 (24) then follows at oncc from cquar;on (13) of Codazzi and formu la 

(20) . In case II we consider the vector f ic!d R (Ei. E)Ei whereby i#j . From 

(20) and (25) "‘e find that 

(26) u(Ei, E)=O 

a nd 

(2η 。CE.‘， Ei)=ilJEi' 

Making use of (26) and (27) the equation of Codazzi yields 

(28) (R(Ei, Ej)E)上=-lzi DEJE;Cmod ! (TM )). 

Finally, by (9) and the parallellism of the complex structure ! , for any vector 

!icld FE!(TM)' we have 



(29) 

such t hat 

(30) 
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g(DE,JE,. F) = g ( 'VE,JEi• F) 

= g (J'V EJ Ei' F) 

= gCJ(f(E j' E). F ) 

= 0, 

(R(Ei• E)E‘)上=0 (mod ](TM)). 

This cnds the proof 01 Theorcm 2 
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